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DEVELOPING CURRICULA FOR LEARNIUG:

A SEARCH FOR ORDER 111 A14. Imo DERV WORLD

Introduction'

4

d.erom= Bruner's statement, roughly pa aPhrased, that you can teach
"-anything to - nybody if you go about the to k properly (1960, R. 33),

generated con erable professional debate at the time, and raised as

well a number o uestions related to curriculum design. The basic

question, "can ybu eally," naturally led op:another, "if you can,
should you." .146'de initive answer has be n'offored for either question,
and in all honety, the issue i5 about to past in o history, if it has

not.done .so already. A new consideraCon, "hOW uch can persons with

severe developmental retardation learn when on ronments and instruc-
tion are proimrly angineered?", may, re ive interest in Bruner's assump-

tion. The question was raiseli when the right to'education for severely
retarded Persbns was established by lltlgation in Pennsylvania. The

need for n answer has become apparent ps national attention has cen-

tered on he severely handfcapPed in the wake of ,a score of lawsuits and

subsequer enabling legislation.

To some, the right to eduCation is, generally understood to mean
access to public education 'dollars and i,nttruction in local communities.

To others it means access to, or a place in, 'public school classes.
These views reflect e social philosophy that institutions are no place
for children and an assumption-that severely retarded children do have
potential to learn. It Vs-one thing to, hold la positive view of human

potential, and quite another to document that one's position is well-
founa.d. Thit is particularly true fwith respect to thteducability'O
those persons assumed to be sev ply retarded.

Tawney1(1972a, 1974) noted that th' shori history b; research ton
the efficacy of special educati n offer d little evidence to inspire

confidence that traditional spe ial edu atioh practices might provide a
basis for curriculum programmin which Would document the learning
potential A,T the severely retar ed. He also Noted that the field of
special education was ill prepa ed to 11 et the demand for education with
effective program models, teachers or c rricula. In contrast, he noted

that studies in the experimental\ analysis of tehavior consistently
demonstrated positive results when well efined strategies were pro-
grammed, and when environmental Condikio s were arranged-tcg_increase the
probability of,success.. The wor of All on and Azrin (1968), Ferstir
and DeMeyer (1961), Lindsley (1,) 4), Screven, Straka and LaFond (1971),

and Ulrich, Louisell.and'Wolfe ( 971) suggesteethat programming a
learning environment might enabl those with assumed deiielopmental

retardation to demonstrate their learning performance. Similarly, many

studies (Bijou, Birnbrauer; Kidder and Tague, 1967; Bijou, 1968'; Sidman

and Stoddard, 1966; Sidman and StOddard, 1967; Tawney, 1972WTerrace,
1967) which showed that human and infrahuMan subjects demonstrated
acquisition of complex or fine discriminations When antecedent stimuli

fbr.



were.carefully sequenced led the senior author to consider that, the
concept of errorless learning might be applied to the, developMent of
curricula for the "severely retarded." A project, Programmed Enyiron-
ments-for the Developmentally Retarded, was initiated in 1972 with

4 support from the Divisidn of Research, BureaU of Educaticin for the
Handicapped, to develop a programmed preschool environment and an
errorless learning curriculum.

This paper,deScrities'the methodology used to develop instructional
programs; presents examples of programs which are in various stages of
development; and describes how child-performance errors are used to
revise programs so that, when completed, a majority of the children for
whom they wore designed will progress through them in a relatively
error-free/manner. The paper illustrates the application of the error-
less learning to the education of children assumed to be severely retar-
ded and to the process of curriculum development.

C

The Environment

Ii0

First, what do we mean-when wo say we have developed a programmed

\

environment ?' -In our case, the physical environment looks ery much like
a regular preschool. The project is located on the campus f the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, in a building that formerly housed a church. Although
the preschool area was renovated specifically for the project, certain .

environmental constraints, e.g. location of bathrooms, dictate that it
be considered a desirable thoUgh not ideal setting.

One instructional area is comprised ofa large room which has indi-
vidual tutorial rooms located around the periphery. Another includes a
large play area, separated froo a smaller instructional area by a folding
door. A second small instructional area is adjacent to the first, and
separated by evteacher's lounge. Another room,, Ogelearning booth", is
located across the hall from the other classroom areas. App ximate:y
10' x1/8', this room contains the interfaces for t e auto ted,equip- ,

ment. Presently,,. these in.dlude a Human Test Co ole ( /LVE model
HTC609) and a nine-panel interface similar- he on described by

.

Sidman and Stoddard (1.s66).' AR Interact omputer, nte6rated with a
solid:'state logic system, is located i room ad' cent to the learnin9
booth. Presently, a learning cart w ich conta ns, three active learning
stations is located in one of the all instructiona eas. Thus, with

,

the exception of the presence of the automated devices, t shysical
environment appears much like a traditional preschool or day care center.

)

The term programmed environment, then, refers more specifically to
the interactions between the child and his environment.) In our case,
children interact with two classes of environmental s_t/ifnpli, automated
learning devices and adults. Interactions With both are programmed frci
the same *lel, an errorless learning strat%gy., In theory, every child-
environmedt interaction during the school ay (s `programmed. In prac-

tice, many are -not. When curriculum development is complete, we expect
every actin-rty d Turinthe child's school 4449 tb,ec programmed so pre-

. cisely_ at he rarely cncountc.rs Failure.
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Errorless Learning Strategy ,-

. -
.

The term errorless learning has three referents for our project.

First, it is a statement of philosOphy and., as such; reflects an assumption

that thelearnind potential of children assumed to be teverely retarded

will best be demonstrated4when the environment is arranged to increase
the probability of success ( correct responses). There is another under-

lying assumption of course; that children called severely retarded can

learn, an can demonstrate their "knowledge" by responding correctly and
consistentl to sequences of instructional tasks. Second, errorless

learning is strategy or technology.for developing curriculum. We

assume that it'is possible to assess children's behaviors precisely) and

to determine the starting point for en instructional task. Then, by

careful arrangement of stimulus materials, demonstration, precise sequencing

cof tasks, and immediate reinforcement or correction of emitted responses,
we assume-we can develop teaching prograMs which will take the learner
through increasingly more complex tasks with a minimum of errors. ,

Phrally, the errorless learning concept is. applied to our program vali-
dation model. As .a funded project, we haVe a committment to validate
our curricula, and preparelthem for commercial publication. Our stra-

tegy is to deVelop a teaching program, present it to.a child and revise

it until he meets criterion, usually expressed as BO% correct, 9r n
correct responses in a set of n 4. 1 trials on each step or stpge of the .

program, e.g. 5 correct responses in a set of 6 trials.' When ohe child

meets criterion, the program is used with other children,on the project,

and revised until they meet criterion. Then the program is ready for

validation off the project. Some programs are ready for off-site vali-
dation and when that phase is implemented, the same process (teach -
revise- repeat to criterion) will be used. The performance data presented

in this paper clearly show that our children do not learn without error.
The failures are ours,..however, and represent a combination of program
and teacher error. We expect to reduce those errors and to show th6t

the tern errorless learning also represents a realistic goal fore the
developtient of curricula, as demonstrated by, he learning performance of
childr n. e.

Scope .of the Project

Through.the Programmed Environments project and a recently furided

prdject,' Telecommunications for the Severely Handicapped, the, errorless
learning strategy is applied to a wide range of activities. The scope

of the curriculum begins with the building or shaping of 'response reper-
toires, and ends with materials for pre-academic and'academic behaviorS
which include reading and math.

Our materials are designed for children whose ages range from
infancy through the middle school years. At the present time, one group

of children in our preschool includes those termed "trainable" and
includes a high percent of 'Down's children. The second group mor
nearly represents those whom others call severely retarded and m tiply

handicapped. Each group serves as a test population for a tpecif c
project activity. Data from both groups are presented in this pa er. Y'



°When considered together, the children represent a range of func-
tional level on critical behavioral attributes. All are ambulatory.
Vocal behavior ranges from no intelligible speech to a fairly well
established repertoire of words and phrases. Some children are com-
pletely toilet trained, others have no consistent bowel or bladder con-
trol. When left to their own devices in play areas, some interact with
toys "appropriately," 'others wander aimlessly about. Self destructive
behaviors are emitted by only one or two children, a.Pe usually episodic
and are quiqiily extinguished.: Some children have highly developed self-
help skills, others are learning to drink from a glass or eat with a
utensil without spilling food. Some stereotyped.or superstitio s be-
havior can be observed; generally they are not emitted at a r e or
'intensity sufficient to interfere with instruction.

, Our first activities centered on the development of ,prototype for
a model preschool envicdnment. As noted earlier, four automated learning
stations are active, and three additional stations will be activated
shortly.' Our pl.ogramming effdrts have been directed toward establishing
behaviors in controlled environments (she learning booth), then
transferring them,to less controlled (classroom) environments and into
the home, through a parent training program. Under the auspices'of the
telecommunications project we are developing automated learning devices
to be placed in home setting geographicallydisper,sed across'Kentucky,
and controlled by an Interact Computer, via a telephone linkage. When
these activities are completed, we will have developed errorless learning
curricula appropriate for ihfant learning through academic behaviors,
which can be presented to a child in any environment, e.g., Home school,
workshop. Concurrently, we will have developed to thing programs for
adult-child interactions. Together, these will prdVide instruction' in
he areas of language, concept learning, motor behavior, self-help and

socialization skills.

The Errorless Learning Methodology

This portion of the paper describes the methodology used to develop
errorless learning programs for children with assumed severe develop-
mental retardation and attendant multiple handicaps. The working -plan,
is to present child performance data on specific programs, and use
chLldren's deviations from 100% correct responding to illustrate How
their errors tell ub to modify programs. The basic format.--foLadolt-
controlled programs'closely follows one-which Tawney and Hipshee"li916)
developed for Systematic Language Instruction (Sit), a curriculum for
_young trainable retarded children. Programs contain an objective,
rationale, list of prerequisite behaviors, and materials needed to
perform the task. If fhe child fails the pretest, he proceeds through
increasingly more complex stages in the program until he meets criterion
fd)* the final stage and.posttests out of the program. Generally, the

\first stage of the program contains only the positive stimulug7 and a
teacher demonstration is programmed so that if the child does respond
and imitates the teacher's response, he will respond correctly,



The format for apparatus. control led programs differs slightly from
the SL! 'program format. A program objective is specified, children are
adaptefi into the _learning-booth, and their responS'es are recorded under
spew Lf ed'conditions. Attainment of criterion, performance under one
condition leads to the presehtation of another.

Children are required to complete ,,a set of learning trials to a
specified criterion in order to advance to the next more complex step in
a program. A learning trial contains three components..

a) S
D

(task request)

b) R (resporse).

..... -
c) S' (subsequent stimulus event, S is a reinforcing event, S

is an interruption or correction of an incorrect response)

pch child response is recorded, and notes are written after an adult-
child teaching interaction. This information, combined with the child's
error rate, forms the basis for program revision.

Three assumptions can be inferred from an analysis of the compo-
nents of a learning trial. That is, if a child is to respond correctly
(a) he must be under stimulus control,,(b) he must have a response in
his repertoire which is sufficiently precise to enable the "instructor"
to discriminate correct from incorrect responses, and (c) he has demon-
strated preference for reinforcers which will maintain responding ver

long periods of time, on a sufficiently lean sch&lule to demonstrate
that success or failure is 'a function of teacher or program error. It

is necessary to establish that children attend to instructional stimuli,
that they do have a sufficient response repertoire, and that they will
work consistently during the course of instructional session. There-
fore, curriculum development activi =s include programs to document
that the assumptions have been m

The following programs pres ata on machine and adult - controlled
teaching programs. They include escriptions of programs to establish
stimulus control, simple response repertoire,Ouilding and reinforcer
selection, as well as rudimentary programs in math and reading behavior.
The data presented here was generated in the/ learning booth, from indi-
vidual sessions in the classroom, and fr ni home instructio sessions.
In each instance, attention is drawn to the analysis of chi dren's
errors as the basis for pur curriculum revision efforts.. In simplest
form -- here are some of our programs, this is how children r spcinded to
early versions, this is what we learned from that experience, nd this
is where we have-gone from that point. While we 'tell that stor we
also intend to emphasize the generally high correct response rgt s of
our children as documentation that children with assumed develop ntal

44.4=;===gigatioDA4-learn when conditions are arrange to increase the
bability of correct responses.

o-
>,....a.44
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Programming Controlled Antecedent,
and Consequent Stimulus Events

Reinforcer evaluation. There are numerous ways to determine a
child's hierarchy of_ reinforcer preferences. If a child 'is verbal, and
has a large experiential repertoires one can simply ask-him to state his
preference. The reinforcer.preference program dOcribed here employs a
systematic evaluation of reinforCer preference, conducted under highly
controlled conditions with children who cannot State preferences, and
who initially appear to be ,nonreinforceable. The procedure was based on
the assumption that preferred reinforcers will generate a higher response,
.when a variety of'reinforcers are made available to a child, one at a
time.

To determine reinforcer preference, the child was placed in the
learning booth for daily ten minute sessions. A reinforcer was dis-
pensed by an adult or with an M&il dispenser, contingent upon a press of
a universal lever. .-

Data for Mark B. are shc4n in Figure 1. nark is 6i years old.

Insert Figure l'aboUt here,

.0 or as SW GNI

He and bis twin brother have been in t e project for two years. He is
assumed'to be severely retarded, is ambulatory, is not toilet trained,
feeds himself with,a spoon, and drinks from a cup with assistance. He

emits. svime babbling sounds and engages in isolate play when left alone.
He has little attending behaviors, and grabs or throws Materials in
instructional sessions. He was described -by staff as "nonreinforceable"
during adult-child interactions when he entered the project.

At the beginning of the program, Mark's interactions with the
apparatus were limited to one or two responses, usually emitted at the
beginning of each session. He occupied the remainder of the session by
crawling around the room or kneeling'at the door and rocking. Many
reinforcers were used in sessions 1-24, but none succeeded in increasing
the response rate.

Be§inning with session 25, the'procedure was changed. Subsequent
to each response, a box which contained a variety of reinforcers was
presented to him. Gradually, nark's response rate increased. On session 31,
the single reinforcer availablity procedure was reinstated. M&tl's were
used as reinforcers as these stimuli were most preferred during sessions
27-30. By session 38, this reinforcement was maintaining a stable rate
of performance on an FR10 schedule.

Mark's datai_show an interesting phenomenon. After severel sessions,
of,M6M reinforcement on artFR10 schedule, cereal. (shown to be ineffec-



tive in sessions.15-24) was reinstated as a reinforcer. After a brief

decrement in performances his rate, increased to the level established
with the M&M's and on pne occasion'exceeded it consideab.ly.

This example is illustrative of one child's performance on a rein-
forcer evaluat:on program. Although the procedure was cumbersome with

./respect to'the total number of sessions required to identify the first
reinforcer, it provided a starting point for a child assumerto show no
preference for food reinforcers. The shift to a selection procedure
appeared, in this instance, to be more effective than ?presentation of a'
single potential reinforcer..

Schedule Shifts

The first requirement of a successful automated program is',the
establishment of conti4Uou%,child-apparatus interaction. Tarey (1972a)
suggested a method for generating this type of behavior by/starting
children on a CRF, then sniVting to FiR with leaner ratios, then VI
schedules to,insure adu'r6ble and stable rate of responding. The pro-

gram described below was an attempt to establish the first pOrt4)f she'
sequence outlined above, FR,schedule control, t .

This program-was carried out in the learning booth, a x 18'

room which contained a human test console (BRS/LVE model HTC603). For

this prbgram the interface wps filled with blank (white) panels, except
for one panel which-10d a universal lever, and one panel which con-
tained 3 stimulus lamps.

Data for ong. child, Jenny, are sholkm in, Figure 2. Jenny is 11

years. old and a triplet. She has been'in the project for 2 years. She

is presumedqo be severely retarded and cerebral palsied with slight
paralysis of the left side of her body. She is ambulatory 4nd partially

toilet trained. Her verbal, behavior is limited to and "Ah" sounds.

When left alone, she engages in isolate play behaviors. When she first
received individual Instruction, Jenny was likely to throW the materials,
clear the table with a sweep of her arm or try,repeatedly to get out of
her chair and leave the situation.

0

Jenny had ,paceived training on increasing FR schedules in earlier,
sessions (not shown here). Schedules were incremented by one unit* from

CRF to FR25, over 25 sessions. Daily records showed that she responded,
reliably, but not differentially across schedule changes. To determine

if she was discriminating schedule shifts, a series of abrupt schedule
sifts was,programmed. The sequence of schedule shifts is noted in
Figure 2. 411ifts were made only after performance had stabilized on the
schedule in effect. Stabilization was defined as less_than 20% vari-

ability across three consecutive sessions.

Insert Figure,2 about here



The data show that a different rate
with each reinforcement schedule. Speci

relationship between rate of reinforc
would suggest that Jenny was under sc
havior'was controlled by the rate at

Data from a number of children in
rates typical of VI schedule of reinfor
generate than had been expected. These
lishment of schedule control is dependen

'ule changes.

esppnding was associated
ically, there was an inverse

enf and rate of responding. This

edule control, and that her be-
hich reinforcements were-delivered.

icated that.the stable respodse
ment were more difficult to
to suggest that the estab-
on careful attention to sched-

Repertoire Building Programs

0
Children must respond to docUMent that they have.or have not learned

a speCifit instructional task. In. the case of children with limited,
vocal behavior; it is necessary to build or shalit a variety of motor
responses to.substitute for vocal responses,.until such time as an
intelligible vocal- repertOire is developed. The most basic level of
repertoire building requires shaping random amend handmoveffents into
systematk ttempts to hit, slap, push, or pull a simple lever, button,
ocforeSs panel. At a more refined level, a child may be required. to use
a/pointing. response to identify.a specific object in a.stimulms array,,
or to complete an. action at a.teacher's request. Thus:, .the ability to

"touch," "gikie me," "show me the ," or "put the ° in the
requires a/limited repertoire of motor responses, which must. be deve-
loped at a prerequisite to^particloation in instructional activities.
The format for the programs described inthis session was based on the
"touch," "touch another" lesson plan's included as prerequisite skills in
the Systematic Language Instruction (SLI) program.(Tawney and 'Mosher,
1970): Although those programs were developed for "yebbg, preschool age
trainable retarded children," they proved to be too complex for children
with more severe handicapping conditions. Those program revisions led -

to the developmeni4of the following more highly structured programs.

The touch series. The Touch 1,4 Touch II andTouch Another prograMs/
described are the first revisions of the SLI programs, and are referred/'
to as Stage I programs, the descriptor for programs An the easiest
stage of development. Programs at this level are, developed on't'sing4e
child; and are usually characterized at the, outset by a high error rate,
which declines with subsequent program revisions.. When a child meets,
specified criterion' (usually,80% correct), the reviSeti program !is beg41i
with another child as a Stage program.

Brad's data illustrate problemg cbaracteristicin the Stage I

process. Brad,is a 101 year. old male who has been in the project' 1
years. His medical diagnosis is severe mentalretardation with tom-
paniiinglhandicaos.of-visOal impairment,Jnild microcephaly Anil e tessive
drooling.:His verbal behavior consists of two spontaneous lntelligibie
vocalizations, "NAH," and "DA." When he Is not performing a task .or
interacting with another child.or adult he engages in,self-stimulatory



L

behaviorAfingers in mouth,' face-slapping and rocking) . He responds to ,

task reqUests and will perform a task when presented-with verbal prpaise.
and juice or water. When this. program was begun, Brad's behavior; in' -

instructional sessions consisted of rocking, rolling his eyes and hitting.

his chin with his fists:

41

Insert Figure 3 about here

1

r.
,,Brad's performance on the 'you h I (Stage I) ppegrab js,,shOwn in

Figure 3. There' ire seven steps i this prograN/as shown. cin the eb-

scissa of/the graph. Each step is presumably moire complex than tbe'

last, and a child must meet triter ope step before'progressing-to .

the next. Again, criterion' for eafli step isusualLY defined as n cor-

rect responses in a set of n 1 trials., The' ori3Onal criterion on this 1 ,

program was 9 correct responses in, a ,set of 10 Elqats ('the set of trials

referred to in Figure 3 as response blocksand',Ahown on'the ordinate).

If Brad met criterion on the first Kesentation:of eacitsfep irithe

program, ills graph would contain 7 responie blOCks, and Mould .be repre-

sented by a set of linear data points. That0s, ht,Sicilterion perfor-
mance would perement him one tep vertically, anW,Ope step horizontally.

However, if"a\thild never met.crlterionLand-a,wogram was continued

indefinitely, his performance would b* representedby'a continuous
hokizontal line, parallel td the'ordinate, and 4tendlng into infini*..

He' would increment only on the 61-dinatet, and additional instruction '

would be represented by addjtio41 rei0onies l?iocks. ,Figure 4 shoWs twe)

vptheoretical_ graphs of respon. on6,a'6 stepprogram, ',The broken,line
shOws that Criterion was vet at eadstep-, while,the unbrokeb line
indicates failure through a serieS,Of respronSe'bkicks.

4. 1.44' .. .. .. .. ." ...

. tr-
I In se a,figure Vbiol&ft Mee

: ...,

. , .- %) .,

/- - - r.. ^... ,.7 . .. ... .. . r - ..' 4 '.: -o - - , ,, . . . .

/ 4,
. , , . ,1

'''

Inspect 'oh of Figure 3'
;
41ows that, Brad' s perWmande,reOresentv .

neither of he theoretical limits. - .,

. . , .

' The ermina1,6ehavior fer this. programl-vquired Brad to touch 1

P ject it en only 14Object was placed An front Of4Rim. ,rour different

ject were used, and were Presented in varying oriee. -A prompt (pkys-1

,ical assistance in completingthe motor restionse)was introduced in

Ste 1, and gradually faded out after'S:tep 4. Brad:tompleied the"flrst

4 eps on Day 1 without error. Instruction was begun at te on

D 2, and Brad repeated Step.,!.) without error; but failed to mea4 ri- . .

erion without the prompt. He. was returned to'Step 1,3aken

each step, and met criterion od'Step-5 during Day 3, after 1.27 le

trials, and 121 correct' responses. Q 4.
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' During the first 13-response blocks, Brad was presented with the
same 4timulos (a-biodk) on each trial. After he had met criterion, he
was_returned.to Step 4, and went through a series of trials with the 3
other stimulus objects, with no additional errors.

.#.

Brad was reinforced-on CRP through response block 19. Then, two
additional ''Steps (6 and 7).were added, to the program to shift the sched-

. .uieof reinforcement' in an-attempi,to solve a problem related to differ-
ences in pre-posttest and instructional Procedures. That is, typically
no:reinforcement is.given in.pre-posttest trials, but is given on every
ihsTi-uc'tional.:triar. ,- The difference between these two procedures is .

...
assumed to cause errors in childrenyilth fragile repertoites who are

4,-
being reinforted on rich, e.g.,'CRF7, schedules, Thus, for Brad, Steps 6
aril 7 represent shifts,frOni CRF to FR2 and then FR4.-

.." ,
, .0 0 .

4 Brad 'completed the prOgtam In 217 trials with 95Vcorrett responses,
Three,program modificaitons,wert made before the prbgram was implemented
in Stage I 1mairda.tiononefading step was deleted, the criterion was
reduted from 9(10 to 5/6 correct responses, and the,.schedule of rein-
forceibent was_ hanged. 1 . .

r.

. .

-,. . . . r
Brad's performance on the Touch AI program is shown in Figure 5.

The terthrnal behavior for this program,requires that achild touch each
of four blocks,- presented One'at.a time, in each of tour different`
positions irrfront orhlut. Ths program differs f-tOm Touch I in that the
-stimulus objeCt in Touch I is placedsin one location (center), and in
Tout,h Wit is presented front; back,,teft,and right of center. As

shown, Brad pronressed010rough this, position andobfect alternation
program with a high percent of correct responses.

4.1

6

insdrf"Figure 5 about here

Reinforcement was administered on GRF, until response block 15, 1/

Tha-remainJng steps represent schedule shifts to FR2 with all four ,,

objects then FR5. When this program was revised for Stage iFvali-
datioh, the criterion was changed ftom'9/10 to 5/6, the sc edUle changes
were delefed,1arid the procedure was changed so thaez chil went through
all position alternations with one object, before the next'object was
introdUted. It was noted that Brad would have completed the program in
approximately 55 trials, if the criterion had been changed early An the
program and if the schedule changes had been deleted. This information
was gained from an analysis of daily records, which showed that errors
never occurred before the 6th trial. .

. 6
The next program in the series, Touch Another, requires the;child

to touch firsit one then another obje9t when two or more.sanidli are
presented simultaneously. Another is defined as any object except the
one Just touched. 'The program contains 7 steps (see Figure 6). Two
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. . .

-
stimuli are presented in Steps 1-3, although the teacher initially
covers one stimulus with her hand in order to decrease the probability

. , of an incorrect response, then slowly removes her hand so that a two-.
choice discrimination is required in Step 3. In Step 4,' no assistance
Is provided, At response block 41, criterion as changed from 9/10 to
5/6 because df repeated failure. B.1 then passed Step 1 with the 5/6 1

;-
criterion at the 41st response block. Two additional blocks were intro-
duced in Step- 5. In Steps 6 and 7 the A stimuli-were presented with two
schedule changes, FR2 and FR5. Obviously, Brad was unable to complete

' the task when he was required to make the two choice discrimination -
.

without assistance. Daring Response blocks 1-1-14, he was einforced
whether he touched the correct block first; or touched the tncorrect
stimulus, therntouched the correct stimulus. Again, daily records
showed that he would have progressed to Step 5 during the second day of
the program if the criterion had been 5/6 rathe than 9/10. Conse-

quently; for each. program in the Touch Series', the criterton was changed,
and strategies Were introduced to reduce the differences between pre-
posttests and instruction.

.
. .

Insert Figure 6 about here

..

0 Programming efforts with Brad have,been used to illustrate problems
/1 in Stage I of program development. Stage II data on the Touch Series

is represented by the performance of Mike (Figure 7), a (yi yea old,
pirolled in the project for 2 years he has been medically diagnosed as
severely retarded, has some discriminable speech sounds and words some
self dressing4and eating skills, is partially toilet trained, sits "n a
chair throughout an individual program (approximately 12 minutes), ds .

himself with a spoon, approaches adults for physical contact, and some
times responds to task requests presented by adults. When Mike first
received instruction in indiyidual sessions, he was likely to grab or
throw materials, cry, get out of his-chajr and run around the room, and
avoid eye contact with adults. Prior to entering the Stage II Touch
programs, Mike'reCeived 456 trials of a rudimentary program. However,
when'more than one object was placed in front of him, he grabbed and
threw objects and responded inconsistently.

Mike went through thek4uth I and 114ries without ror. In the
0 .

Touch Another Program, he met criterion on Steps 1 and 3 (twei stimuli
present) in 5 response blocks during Session 1. -

..c..

=

When 3 stimuli were presented at Step 4, Mike responded below
criterion ancthis teacher dropped back one step. This strategy was not
successful so an alternate strategy was introduced which allowed Mike to'
self-correct his error. After response blocks 13,- 14 and 15, using this
strategy, he met criterion, then went through the final step of the
programewithout error. Having met criterion on these prerequisite

.. skills, he, went on to the' Object discrimination program, described in a
following section.

a

n
r

U.
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.Tbe "give me!'program. While the touch response enables a child to
identify a specific object in a stimulus array, the."pick up" and "give
me" responses enable a child to hand a specified object to the- person
requesting a common response in the environment of a young child.
The data on the "pick upw,program were obtained from theinteractLon of
Jenny, with family members in .a home instruction program: This program
was ,initiated after Jenny, who has previously been described, had gone
throughsan intensive response shaping process which required increas-
ingly finger responses to a universal lever, palm press, push button and
press panel.

The.terminai behavior Of this program requires that the child pick
up and hand a ball or block' to the teacher; upon request, This program
consists of a set of 11 steps, which are considered.sub-programs, each
presumably'more complex than the previous step. To meet criterion on
the first step, the child is requested to give-an object to theteacher,
after it has-been placed in the'child'i hand. The task is changed so
that the object is placed on a table, later a different object is used,
and then two,objects are placed on the table simultaneously and one is
masked to prevent the child from touching it, The mask (the teacher's
hand) is gradually removed, more stimuli are added to the array, and the
task is arranged as described for the terminal behaVior. Jenny's per- -

formance is shownin Figure 8.

Insert Figure 8 about here-

Th e,response shaping programs illustrate the number of s eps
p ogrammed to enable children to respond without a high percent f
errors,on increasingly more complex tasks. Object and position alterna-
tion trials are built into each program to avoid establishment of inappro-
priate error patterns. When children have a small rdpertoire of these
motor responses, they have the prerequisites to engage in language, math
and concept learning programs, such .as those described in the next
section.

Complex Concept Development Programs

Visitors to our project hear many "Touch , ," "TOUch another I

"Put the in the ," "Give me " commands. Those who focus on
the first part of the task request are likely o concludb that an in-
ordinate amount of time is spent shaping motor responset. Those who
attend to the last half of the request and to thestftulus array arc
more likely to atten&o the concepts which are beihg taught: The

programs in this section shoal problems' related tosequencing of complex
instructional tasks, includin object discriminatiom (identification or
concept learning), reading an math,behavibrs. ,
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Object discrimination. Earlier sections of this paper have de-

scribed strategies to establish behaviors-which are considered importan

as'prerequisites to ''academic" instruction: Similarly, the development

of a repertoire of known objects and actions is considered prerequisite
to the. development of language. -

The basic format for programs to teach objects, or labelOnig or.-

concepts, is takes from the object discrhnination lesson plan of the S t

curriculum. That format, as described earlier, enables a child to
utilize a motor response if he has no intelligible Vocal behaviors.
Materials are presented in stimulus arrays in such a fashion that only
"iris npes" of a concept, or Sd's are presented initially, to insure

if a child responds, he must respond correctly. Gradually "not
instances" or SD's are faded into the stimulus array so that a correct
response represents discrimination among objects or events. Generally,

a variety of stimuli are present when a child posttested, and are

arrang40,to preclude responding to irrelevant cues such as color, size,

positioq, novelty, etc. Just as the SLI "Touch" program was expanded
for use with children with more limited functional levels, the object
discrimination program was\modified for lower functioning children.

The first revised program was presented to Mike, described earlier,
whose performance is shown in Figures 9 and 10. He responded correctly
(touched), vas placed directly in the stimulus array in Step 3, and
error occurred. Varying placement of SD's did not result in criterion
performance, nor did other similar procedures. However, when SA was.

placed at the edge of the table and faded into the stimulus array, in
very small steps, Mike met Criterion, responding correctly to 77% of the

151 trials. his performance on revised programs-is shown in Figure 10
on a program to teach cup and bowl, both functional objects in the

environment. Performance was below criterion on Steps 4 and 5 (cup) and

Step 2 (bowl). This was corrected by repeating the demonstratkon-task
request sequence. Teacher error occurred when Step 7 of the bowl lesson
was skipped. Again, criterion performance was established when the
teacher repeated the sequence.

Insert Figures 9 and 1O about here'

.N.

Mike was pretested on the Touch I, 11, Touch Another and Object
.Discrimination concepts after the summer recess, to determine the extent
to which initial learning was retained, He failed the pretest on Touch 1,
II and then Touch Another, (as shown on Figure 11), went through Touch I
and II programs meeting criteria on each step. He met criterion on
Touckl Another with few trials (58) and responded without error on 86% of

the trials. He passed the pretest on object discrimination block but
failed the cue pretest.

15



Insert Figure 1,1 about here

The SA's 'in the program were unfamiliar objects. After hike met
criterion on block and cup, both objects were included in the same,
stimulus array to determine if he could discriminate block from cup.
"Touch cup'," or "Touch block" tasks were alternated, and he responded at
chance. Analysis of his response-patterns, led to the Inference that
there were multiple reasons for failure. Analysis of the stimulus array
revealed that due to program error, a numerosity cue was present. The
possibility was raised that Mike was not attending to the teacher's
verbal statement, but to other cues. A modification of program design
changed the numbers of items used in a program, to resolve the first
problem. The latter was changed by masking stimulus materials; to
insure that children attended to task Ybquetti:::.

Reading programs. Reading and math are generally considere to be
highly developed forms of language behavior, thought to be beyon the
capability of children with assumed severe developmental retardation.
As views change with res'pect torthe development of human potential,
instruction in these "academic" areas is seen as valid and. functional.
However, because of the complexity,of the task, it seems that Bruner!s
(1960) assumption that anyone can be taught a 'form of any concept effec-
tively will be most sorely tested in these areas.

The scope of development for an errorless learning reading program
begins with the prerequisite behaviors which have.been described here
and is to end presumably with a,. "reading"- reperto.ire sufficient to

w enable achild to enter existing reading programs. Several different
Ictivities,are currently in progress to design stimuli and apparatus for
reading programs. Table 1 shows a tentative set of behaviors which may
be considered a preliminary list of prerequisite skills and reading
performances derived from a task analysis of reading behavior.

6

Insert Table 1 about here

O
41

As one component of an automated reading program, children-are taught to
interact with simple manipulanda to develop' prerequisite behavior's.
Preliminary match to sample activities are designed to be presented on a
9 panel matrix, similar to one described by Sidman and Cressen, 1973,
and on a 6 panel (1 sample, 5 match) interface described by Bijou (1968).
A match to sample interface will be designed to approximate the size and
shape of a pre-primer; for automated reading comprehension activities.
Concurrently, reading programs have been developed for adult-child
instruction, and some rudimentary attempts' to teach reading have been

16
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attempted. Data are presented which were\obtai d in an adult- child'

program to teach components of reading behavior to Lafaithia, a'Down's
child who attended the program for two years. S is toilet trained,

feeds herself, emits a number of phrases, of whit some are functional

and others are not. She interacts appropriat ly i grdup and individual

instruction, seeks adult interactions but rarely interacts with other
children.

The components of this reading program are stiol In Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here ts

This version of the program contained six sections, 31 steps and three
major activities: visual and auditory'discilmination, and a match to
sample task... In the first section of the.programt IA (Figure 12),
Lafaithia was simply requested to'touch a card, Sa, %representing the
word chair.' The card was then positioned at random none of eight
squares on the periphery of the nine panel' matrix un it criterion was
met. Then, each cell was filled with blank white cards in Steps 2-8.
After each panel was filled (1 word-7 blank cards), a card with a word
on it replaced one blank card (S'), so that after 7 more steps, Lafaithia
was :required to discriminate the word chair from 7 other words in the
'stimulus array. . Criterion was 6 consecutive correct responses on each
of the 15 steps in this section of the program. AnedditIonal 15 steps, ,

section.113 (Figure 13) were'Oresented with an audit4ry cue. Sections II

.A and B represent the same pfocedure, butwith another S , the'word.tup,

t

Insert Figure 11 about here

0_

, Lafaithia made few errors, until 2 St's were presented in section
IA of the program, Figure 12, when an indiscriminate response pattern
became evident. She net criterion for Step 9' inthe first session,
after a time out. procedure (loss of teacher's eye.coniad't) was intro-
duced subsequent to an incorrect responses. She OrogreSsed through the
remainder of the program without error (Figure 12), and performed simi-
Fatly on section IB, auditory discrimination (Figure 13). She met
criterion at each step on each program with tord 2 (Figures 14 S 15) but
when both words were presented <Section III, steps 16-22), multiple'
errors: occurred (Figure-15). The program was modified to present each
Sd for a block of trials rather than alternating Sd's in a random se-
quence. Alternating blocks of trials initially consisted of 15'presen-
tations of each words but were gradually reduced in steps of 15, 10, 5

and 1 (Steps f6A, B, C, and D) until random alternation (Step 16E) was /
reintroduced and criterion was met. Lafaithia then'quickly met dri-
terion on Steps 17-22 as St's (7 other words) were added to,the peripher
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insert Figures 13, 14, and 15 abou here

Figure 16 represents performance on% match to sample task. The
picture corresponding to word", chair, was placed in the center of the

'-matrix. The word chairWas theniTgEed at random on one of the eight
panels on the periPtery. The picturelhan became an Sd for touching the
word chair (Step 23). After the criterion of six correct touching

nses irespon a row was met, trials for Steps 24 through 30 were begun.
After each set of trials, another word was added to the aefay so that,
when she reached criterion,. Lafaithia was selecting the word which,
matched the picture from a stimulus array of C words. She completed the
program with 96% correct responses for wordi and 90% for word2 (Figure 17).

Insert Figures 16 and 17 about here
,

One series of steps, inttoduction of blank cards, was deleted
before she enteeed section 4. This shortened the program considerably.
The program shortened even more when the teacher decided to skip the
last 4 steps of Section V for word2, and terminated Section V of the
program after word2 was presented)mith only three other words. This
decision was made because Lafaithia''wlas responding at a rapid rate with
few errors. However, this decision did not take the task requirements
of the next program step into account.' Subsequently (Figure 18), the
consequences of this decision became'evident.

(.(4

Insert-Figure 18 about here

a

When the picture of cup and chairWere.alternately placed in the.
center panel of the matrix, Lafaithia was required to touch the word'
or chair, with 1 to 8 words presented in the outer panels of the matrix.
The procedure for fading Sd's to random alternations (previously de-%; .

scribed Step 16A, B, C and D) was employed. Although Lafaithiaaini- 1
tially progressed through Step 3V1\, she began to engage ih a Varietylof
off task behaviors and failed to respond correctly when the teacher
probed performance'on Step 31D. A two second delay between presentation
of the sample and he matching stimuli was introduced, with little
success. The oriOnal orddr for presentation, Step 31B, was reinstated
but failed to improve performance, so three alternate strategies were
employed:

ls.
1
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1. She was required to-touch the saMple (picture) before selec./
ting a word.

2. An auditory cue was given when the sample was presented, e.g.
"Cup'. or "Chair" when presenting thepicture cupor chair.

3. No primary reinforcement was given for a self- corrected in-
correct response.

The terminal behavior was not reached in this program, despite the
strategies used to regain stimulus control, and attempts to utilize more
powerful reinforcers. Lafaithia left this program for a public school
placement and further program revision ended.

In summary, the data presented Tive examples of:

1. Lots ofistimulus control due to allowing repeated error to
4 occur.

2. Loss of stimulus control due to progPamming error',.e.g. skipping
step$.

3. Ho precise programming co overcome error, e.g. fading in of
dom alternation.

Necessity for systematically planning reinforcer change so as
not to satiate S.

It is also evident that the program was based on too many erroneous
assumptions. Lafaithia was assumed to be able to discriminate among
pictmre stimuli, to identify object-picture coorespondences, and to.
discriminate among selected word stimuli. None of the assumptions may
have been valid and, again, more precise programming sequences are being
developed (Table 2) to insure that all the assumptions can be tested.

Math programming. Math;concept learning is considered a complex
form of language learning. As such, the development of a language
repertoire is considered prerequisite to the learning of number concepts.

Insert Table 3 about here

A preliminary set of math tasks is listed in Table 3, along with
the behaviors required to team the tasks.. The data shown in the follow-
ing examples were obtained in. adult -child interactions with children
whose functional level ismore representative of children o*ten found in
public school "TIW classes. Each child, as noted, had a history of 1-2
years in the project and had a highly developed language repertoire,
though not necessarily an extensive repertoire of useful vocal behavior.

19
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Based eh this information, a first sequence of math programs for number
concepts 1 to 5 was written. However, as often happens, too many assump-
tions were made about children's competence; and it was necessary to
revise the program tb include strategies to establish stimulus control.
Kathy's perform0..nce 'illustrates the response patterns which led to the
downward revisibn of the program (Figure 19).

N Insert Figure 19 about here

Kathy is Six years old, presumed to be severely retarded and has
been in the program sporadicallrfor a year and a half. Shp:sponta-
neously uses a few words, is toilet trained, feeds herself and follows
Omple tasks request. Kathie responds fairly well.in an individual
instructional setting but does not interact well in group situations.
Wh n she is unable to meet demands in instructional settings, she cries
and screams. In fact, when she first entered the program, crying.and
screaming constituted most of her behavioral repertoire.

The objective for the first program required that Knthy gatch two
colored one inch cubes to two black one inch squgres 061 x 5" white
cards in response to the'task request, "Kathy, put two on two." On the
pretest, four correct number cards (the concept being taught) and 12
incorrect number cards (3 each of non-concept numbers) were present in
the stimulus array.

During the first session; Kathy failed the pretest and stage 1,
where she was required to respond to the task request by placing the-
cubes one at a time on two one inch blank squares on each of four 3" x
5" npmber cards. Her performance was marked by non-attending, block
stacking, shuffling of the cards used in the program and superstitious
behavior such as hand clapping.

A fading strategy was employed, starting with-only one correct
stimulus card present, a d fading in other cards one at a time. After a

(jhset of response blocks 50 trials) Othy met criterion on step one, and
on step two, which faded four additional number cards with 1, 3, 4 or 5
one inch squares on them into the-stimulus array.

A probe procedure was then introduced to determine if Kathy met the
terminal criterion. This procedure required Kathy to perform as re-
quested on the pretest. The stimulus array was rearranged a total of
four times, with four task requests given for each arrangement. Kathy
failed to meet criterion, and step three was_taught. Again, she was
required to place the cubes, one at a time, on each of four cards con-
taining two black one inch squares when given the task, request by the
teacher. The position of the stimulus materials (C number cards) was
different from that of step two. All eight cards were presented at the
same time, fading the non-concept (1, 3, 4, and 5) cards into the row of
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number two. cards. Kathy failed to meet criterion. The non-concept
cards were then faded into the stimulus array, then introduced, one at a
time, in random positions until eight cards were present.

Kathy net criterion on, two of three position changes in grtep three
but only after a lengthy set of fading procedures was introduced. As
shown in Figure 18, she required 100 trials in six.sessions to partially
complete step three. Had she met criterion on steps one and two and the
portion she completed on step three, Kathy would have had to respond to
only 28 task requests.

Her performance led to the assumption that a stimulus control
program was prerequisite to instruction. Following this assumption a
program was developed to establish stimulus control so that 1-1 corre-
spondence activities might be facilitated. As a baSis for further
number concepts, stimulus control was begun with the concept one, since
materials for concepts two through five initially involve the same type
stimuli, black one-inch squares. The task request was "S, put one on
one."

The first stimulus control progrard was presented to Joe, a six year
old Down's syndrome youngster who had been in the project two years. He

is toilet trained, feeds himself and is able to'dress himself. lie

interacts well with other children, initiates imaginative play situa-
tions such as "house," and appropriately makes reque%ts of adults. In

an individual teaching session, however, he usually completes only a few
task requests, then steps responding.

The stimulus control program required Joe to place 1" cubes on each
of four cards containing a black triangle, with no other stimuli Ore-
sent. The size of the rectangle was initially 3" x 5" and was faded to
a one inch square in 10 steps with 40 trials required to meet criterion.
Joe went through 6 steps of the progranyWithout ector in the first
'session (Figure 20), but-made anerror,in the first set of trials during
the second session when he placed the cube outside the rectangle, and
failed to meet criterion. He compieted the program without further
error. However, the stimulus control program was considered too lengthy
and was revised by introducing probes and by changing the criterion for
a correct response.

Insert Figure 20 about here

6

This revised program was presented to Polly, a five year old Down's
syndrome child who has been in the project a year and a half, attending
half days for two days out of the week. She answers questions with one
word' responses,. uses complex sentences when initiating verbal behavior
during play with other children and imitating adult behavior, feeds
herself, but is not yet fully toilet trained and does not completely
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dress herself. She fdllows simple commands, seeks out adults in situa-
tions and prefers to play by herself rather than°with other youngsters.
When contfonted With instructional demands, she often times out the
teacher, begins sucking her thumb, and/or repeats statements such as
"No, I doret want to ."

In 'this version of the program, where size'is faded from 3" x 5"
rectangle to 1" squares, a probe is defined as presentation of a stimu-
lus card, planned for use in a later step of the- program. lf, for
example, Polly passed Step 1 (3" x 5" black. rectangle on each of ,4 1.

stimulus cards with 4 trials to meet criterion) she received probe A
(presentation of Step ,6, a 2" x 3k" black rectangle on each Of four
stimulus cards with 4 trials to meet criterion). lf,she passed, she was
presented with the next( robe, B (presentation of Step 11,1a 1-1/3" x 2"
black rectangle on each,Cf four stimulus cards with four trials to meet
criterion). Figure 21 shows that polly,met criterion on the stimulus
control program in 20 trials, without error,Ipassing frqm probe to
probe.

v..

...... - .. -

Insert Figure. .21 about here

Io . ,

The final setof program revisions for stimulus control is shown in
Table 4. The materials were expanded to provide .a more gradual fading
of size where error Was more'apt to occur, .the criterion was changed to
permit placement of the cube withiri a parameter around the form, and
probe; stages were introducid which reduced the number of trials to
complete the programs. 4,

Insert Table 4 about here

Mary Beth's performance on the revised math program is shown in
IFigure 22. Mary Beth is 4 years old, Downes syndrome, and has been
the project for li years'. She spontaneously uses words, some phrases,
feeds herselo is toilet trained, and folldwi a 3 sequence command. She
attends to task requests in an individual session but when given mate-
rials and a task request will often "hide" the materials. Mary Beth was
not in the stimulus control program.

'Insert Figure 22 about here
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lthough she passed the, first step ,of the program, error occurred
when our non-concept'cards were introduced in Step 2 (previously de-
sCrib 50, an indication that she was, not under stimulus control. A time-
oUt rocedure was used when she engaged in inappropriate behaviors like
hidi g cubes, playing with theme etc. This reduced the number of trials
per s ssion and therefore increased the numberoofsessions. After a
revised series of correction procedyt'es was introduced she met criteTiC7
at Step 2. The correction protedure initially involved a repetition or
a demonstration but when error still occurred, the number of trials
necessary to complete a step was increased as well as the criterion.
,Mary Beth then passed through the remainder of the program without
further errors.

An additional stimulus. change was made,in the next program (Figure 23),
by introducing a variety of objets and removing the one inch cubes.

Insert Ffigure 23 about Mere

Mary Beth progressed without error through a set of steps which
required:her to place the small object, such as a chip,,on a card with

.,,Y

the same stimuli used in program IA. A probe (the posttest for the
program) was presented, and error occurred. However, since failure to
pass a probe does not require repetition of a step/or-a return to a
lower step, Mary Beth was presented with. Step 7, which required that 441S
place the counting objects on the correct number cards with 12 cards
present in the stimulus array instead.of the 16 present in the posttest.
Plateaus on Step 7 and the posttest appeared, when inappropriate behavior
was consequated with time out.

7

Mary Beth progressed rapidly on the next program .(IC) which re-
quired her to'place different counting objects within a black outline of
a one inch square.

Insert Tablei5 about here

Table 5 represents the revised sequence of programetha(proved
effective. At this time,,data has been collected on programs I through
VB. 0

The revised set of programs was presented to' 114a, who recently
entered the program. She is five, has a repertoire of garbled speech
sounds, rarely interacts with teachers, hits other children and fre-
quently takes toys away from them. She follows compound verbal commands
and functions successfully on gross and finemotor tasks. ry

1'

U
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Insert Figure 24 4bout here

Tina completed the stimulus control program with few errors, she'
progressed rapidly through program IA (Figure 24),"Which required that
she'place a one inoh cUbe,on each of fou'r concept cards, present with 12
additional non-concept Cards in the array. She weht through the remain-
der of the programs inAhat sertet (IB-E) without error,'completing :

tasks which required410,to Olace,e different object'oh concept cards
..and systematically changed the color and shape of the outline on thd
cards. When her. performance.was cohtrasted with that of children on
early stageS of the program, it was concluded that'programming pbsition
changes and, fading other stimuli into the array-wore significant factors'
in improved .instruction.

0 ,
Tine,progressed to the yes-no confirmative component of the'program,

which required her to respond "yes" or "nd" when the teacher pointed to
. a group of objects on the.table-and-asked "Is this one?".-. During Steps 1

and 2 (Figure 25) where only 1 object at a.time was presented as the
stimulus and the correCt response was "yes," Tina met criterion. At
StepS, the task changed, ,and she was required to-respond "no "' for the
'first time when the teacher pointed to thb appropriate set of objects, a
non-tonee t/nroupinC

"Insert Figurre 25.about here
.

--- -- -- - --
She failed to meet criterion and aaditional teacher dewnstrations

of correct responding were programmed When that strategy did not
produce the desired response, the 'objects rn groups were removed, and'
replaced with the materials used ih previous programs. Then, the number_
of "yes" cards in the array was increased to insure' respondjng to the
correspondence between the spoken number and the number present on "the
card rather than to numerosity, if,the task request was "Is this four?",
the child was.required to respond tto 4 toncept cards. (one) and 4-non-
concept cards with other groupfnbs AtwO,' three, four or five).

Error still occurred,. and further program modifications were insti-
tuted.` Thb number of cards ib the stimulbs array We's reducbd to four
for the first two steps and incremented one at a eime'till eight cards,

. were present (Step 6). Increments then occurred to 12, to 15 and finally
to 16 cards presented on the posttest, As ansadditionai strategy, Tina
was asked to Count the number of squares after she had made a correct
"yes" response,.

tie
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Fewer errors obcurreu at Step 4, and Tina met criterion on Step 5

in one set of trials. Jue to teacher error, Step 5 was repeated in the

next teaching session (Fesponse block 15). In Step 6, the number of
non-concept cards was increased so that 3 'Cards were presented for the

first time.

Up_to this point, triterion"was 100% correct responding/. In Step 6,

criterion changed to 7 correctresponses in A set of.3 trials, and
incorrect verbal responses were counted as correct, if self corrected

within 2 seconds. Three repetitions of this stage were required before

the criteria) was met. A probe, the posttest, was introduced and failed.

In Siep.7, a, number concept not previously presented in the program
was introduced, to /determine if generalization of the "no" response

would occur at this time. Cards wereheld one at a time in front,of.the
child and the. teacher asked "Is this one?". The task" request was pre -

sented lor twelve cards (four each of the different number concepts
including the concept one)Y. Criterion at this point allowed for one

error in twelve:respdases.

On Step3, another number concept was introduced, but the number of

cardM presented remained. the same. ThreetcardS of each of four concepts

were shown one at,a time%td Tina and a "yes" or "no" response was given.

If the tOrreat respense.waS "yes," Tina was given the,added task request

"Cont.'. -

Tina thenlitassed:thetrOosetest, responding dorredtly\15 out of 16-:

times, Lkith 16,cafds presented. Since Tina vent, through the program in

210 trials, :the program was' reduced in length And alternate strategies .

employed.in stage=Onewe4 built into the' next version of the,Program.

-Additionar-leachet .0eMonst Haas and'verbat prompts were added 'into the

earlier stepS of the progr m, facilitating gede)-al ization of the "no"

reSpOnselip the later:steps. oftheprograM. A second .task request "S,
!". ,count" was consistently used after a "yes" response and a fading in of

"no" or'non-tonCept5 followed.
.

e' The revised program was presented to Corey, a'six year old Down's,

syndrome-child wha has-been in the project for a year and a half. He

speaks spontaneously and iephrases, but speaks very softly and'often

cannot be understood. Corey is toilet trained, feeds himself, follows
multiple commands', sorts 'by two attributes and traces his name as well

, as numbers. He initiates activities and engages in play with his peers.,

Corey does not initiate verbal interaction with adults unless making a

request for a toy, food, orsome preferred activity, but he is outgoing

withhis peers, expressing his feeling about situations and giving task

requests to others.
s

,Insert Figure 26 about here

25
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Corey corapieteethe first 2 steps ,(Figut'e 25)' in the '"yes-no"
confirmative program in 1 session, without error. In Step 3, when a
"no" response is required, a verbal Prompt was sufficient to correct his.
incorrect responses. lie passed Step -k with no error when six cards.were
presented, skipped Step 5 and passed Step.,6, Which,8 cards are pre-.
sented without error. To this pOint, a "no" resPonse inVolved only the,
number concept four.

Core passed the probe (posttest) in,which 16 cards representing
number concepts one to five wer2 presented when gilien the task request
"Is'this one?". Corey was able to generalize the no concept to num-
b¢rs 2, 3, and 5 without having been "taught" to respond to these speoi-
fic configurations.

The data presented in this section illustrates a number of problems
occurring'in the development of An,"errorlet3" math sequence. First,

the children disproved the hypothesis that their prior experience was
sufficient to establish stimulus control'on'the math program. When
error occurred, the programs were expanded by adding additional steps to
fade in extraneous stimuli in a more gradual process. In some in-
stances, these changes reinstated correct respOnding,ibut'at the expense
of time and,a large number of trials. To partial out numerousity,cues,
an Axceedingly large number of cards were added to the stimulus array.
Program modifications are in progress to resolve these problems, con-
current with the testing of rote and rationale -counting activities. As

each graph shows, Program modifications generally reestablish criterion
perfor , but often.at the cost of efficiency. Resolution orthis
proble is necessary before the final curriculum is effective and effI-

.
cient.

Summary

The, establishment of educational opportunities for children with
severe and multiple developmental problems is not likely to be an easy
task,',1but .one which can.be simplified by providing data, to document that

suClOchildren do have potential to learn. This paper has described one
meth60 for obtaining such data. A concept, errorless learning, has been
Pdentified as a potentially useful framework for programming ehyiron-
ments and events (curricula). As an alternativeto traditional special
eddtatlon practices,_ procedures and instrumentation from the operant
faboratory have been utilized to begin the development of curricula for
children, presently called "severely retarded.", Through the.process of
task analysis, and careful;arrangement of events (stimuli), preliminary
attempts are-underway to develop curricula for infants and youNg chil-

. dren in language, concept deveiopment,:motor development, self-help and
socialization skills. .A programmed preschool environment has been
designed and iMplemented, and activities are underway to develop'home-
placed apparatus; eventually to begin instruction within a few day of

. birth, and continuing into the middle school years.
P '
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Data haye been presented'on samples of curricular ac ivities from

different-components of a tentative curricula. In each e ample, the

problems involved in the development of errorless program have been

described. Program modifications, based on children's co rect or in-

correct patterns of errors, have been discussed. Since i seems impor-

tant that the behavior taught (or not taught, as the case may be) be

specified clearly, -tasks and the stimulus conditions unde whick thay

are presented have been listed iftwhe-fail. Similarly, bec use there is

often confusion about what is meant by "severely retarde ," each program

description has included a set of behavioral attributes f the child

whose has been described. We would recomme / this procedure

to others ho work With children such as these,, but fee particularly

obliged to do so since we work -with children at differe t functional

levels.

There are undoubtedly.numerous'lessons to be lear
of child, performance as presented here. However, in t

we were required to do when our programs did not produ

result, there are some specific modifications our be

should be summarized. First, make fewer assumptions ab
their absence, until they have been tested. Anticipate

ed from analysis
e context of what

the desired
avior that-
ut behaviors, or
certain typical

response patterns, e.g., position responding, and structure programs to

reduce the probability that they will occur. 'Arrange stimulus materials

withreference to how they will be sequenced -in the terminal stages of

the task. Where necessary, be prepared to shape a response repertoire

carefully and systematically, to insure that children have sufficient

opportunity to demonstrate that they have learned what they have been

taught.-

A persistent problem, which. we have yet to resolve, is the pro-

gramming of reinforcing events so that children will respond consis-

, tently to a variety of instructional settings during the course of a

typical school, day,. Similarly we are currently determining the stra-

tegies for structuring adult- machine -child interactions so that children

who intially learn with massive piyrsical prompts from adults can become

independent learners who self-initiate interactions with automated

equipment. A final problem relates to sequencing of curricula, and

environment and'programming activities, to insure that when children dal*

interact with "teaching machines,". the curricula presented on them w411

be sufficiently precise to allow others to leartn with A minimum of

errors. When this pointis reached, perhaps we will have some tentative

answers to properly address the,questions raised by Bruner's assumption.
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Hypothesized Behaviors leading to reading comprehension
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TABLE 2

READING PROGRAM

a

Section Steps

a

S /1 -.S /15

S/17S/15

S/1-S/15

S /1 -S /15

S/16-5/22

S/23-S/30

.S/23-5/30

Activity

Visual Discrimination

Auditory Discriminatiori

Discriminatidn

Auditory Discrimination

Auditory Discrimination

S/31' Match to Sample

Reinforcemnt - food

Original Criterion - 6 correct responses in a row

Alternate Strategy Criterion for fading to randbm alternation

6 correct responses in a row
5 correct responses in a row
80% correct responses in 30 trials

StimulUs-Cocation on Mdtr

Word 1 on periphery

Word 1 on periphery

Word 2 on periphery

Word 2 on periphery

W1 and W2,- on periphery

Picture 1 in center-Word 1
on periph

Picture 2 in center-Word 2
on periph

Picture 1 and Picture 2 -
alternate in center

Word
21

and Word on periph
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Behavioral Analysis

By visual observation alone, S can state the number
of objects in an (a) defined (objects within boundaries)
(b) undefined set (objects only in close proximity)

S can count out a_stated number of objects from
a larger set.

3

S can count ,ct group of objects in an (a)' defined,
(b) undefined set

S can recite number names from 1 to 10 tr-

S demonstrates discrimination of sets of forms
and objects from other sets by matching and 1-1
correspondence

k

$ attends to a specific visual stimulus'

,
Fo.

Fademanipulati
toughing'and co
counting stimuli
and finally silen

Presented 104
requeit c

then objects and
than is needed

Chain rote counts
stimulus cards fad
set with boundari
in a group witho

Establish a vocal
of number names

Match counting o
visual dimension ,at
of stimulus on card,

Using variation of
present S with a sti

> _materials on that sti



S can state The number
(objects within boundaries)
ly in close proximity)

ber of objects from

is in an (a) defined,

orri 1 to 10

of sett of forms
-matching and 1-1

stimulus

TABLE 3

Program Analysis

Fade manipulation' of materials while counting to
touching and counting, counting without touching,
counting stimuli that "disappear" (e.g.hand claps),
and finally silently counting both types of stimuli

Presented with original stimulus cards S will give,
on ,request the card with a stated number of forms,
then objects and then objects in a -larger quantity
than is needed

Chain rote 'counting with touching the forms on
stimulus cards fading tomanipulation of objects in a
set with bouncia'ries and Finally manipulation of objec
irk a group without boundaries

Establish a vocal imitation and sequence recitation
.of number names

Match counting objects to stimuli, vary only one
visual dimension at a time - form of stimulus, position
of stimulus on card, position of card on table

Using variation of only one visual dimension, size,,
pres'ent S with a stimitius which requires manipulation of
materials 'on that stimulus



Student; K.D.

S/3

Probe

1. S/2
S/1

Pre

Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five
Matching Object to Form
Stage I

2 3 4 5 6.7 8 9

Response Blocks
Sessions 'Trials % Correct' .,

6 100 80%

,FIGURE
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Student J.J.

S/I0

S19

S/8

S/7
S/6

EL S/5

S/4

Sk3

S/2

S/1
1 1 1 I

2 3 4 5

Math Program
Establishing Stimulus Control
Stagd I

wawa "le /

1

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Response Blocks ,

Sessions Trails 0/9 Correct
2 46 '98.°/0

0 Z.)

Fi'GiJRE 20



Student: P.S.

Post

Probe D

Probe C

kin Probe B

Probe A

S/I

Math Program

Establishing Stimulus Control
Stage II

2 3 4 5 6
Response Blocks

4,1

Trials
20

FIGURE:21...inol=1J.
%,Correct

100%



ro

MATERIALS STEP

3" x 5" S/1

2 3/4" x 4 3/4" s/2

2 1/2" x 4 1/4" S/3

2 1/4" x 3'3/4" S/4

2 1/8" x 3 1/2" S/5

2" x 3 1/4" S/6

1 7/8" x 3" 5/7

1 3/4" x 2 3/4" S/8

1 5/8" x 2 1/2" S/9

1 1/2" x 2 1/4" S/10

1 3/8" x 2" S/11

1 1/4" x 1 3/4" S/12

1 1/8" x 1 1/2" 5/13

1" x 1 1/4" S/14

1" x 1 1/8" 5/15

,x S/16

e TABLE 4

STIMULUS CONTROL PROGRAM

STAGE II

PROBES

PROBE, A (S/6)

PROBE B (S/11)

PROBE C (S/16)

POT
55

u

CRITERION
ti

S TO PLACE'
1" CUBE BLOC
COMPLETELY
BLACK FORM

V
S TO PLACE 1"'
CUBE BLOCK
LEAST 3/4 ON
BLACK FORM



Student: m. e. D.

Post

Probe D:'
S/6

Probe 13

S/3
tr)

S/2

Probe A

S/I

Pre

MN=

AMEN

IA

/
..

Math Prograi-n

Number Concepts One to
Matching Object to Form
Stage U
(Not' Preceded by Stimulu

F

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 II 12.
Response Blocks

Sessions Trials
6 118

Correct
85%

Fl. 'URE 22

41%

56 1



6

I

Moth Program

Number Concepts One to. Five
Matching Object to' Form
Stage II
(Not Preceded by Stimulus Control Program)

.IA

1 1. I 1 1 1 1 I I I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
Response Blocks

Sessions -Trials % Correct
6 118 85%

F1' ' URE 22
3164



Student; M.B.D.

Post
S/7

Probe D
S/6

Probe B

Probe A

S/1

Pre

I B

Math Program
Number .Concepts One to Five
Matching Object to Form

Stage 11

I 1 1 1 .1 I- 1- I 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Response Blocks

Trials %Correct Td
3

Sessions'
5

Probe D
ad. S/6

Probe B

Probe A

S/.1

Pre

77 86%

FIGURE 23



( B

Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five
Matching Object to Form

Stage IL

1

4 5 ,6, 7 8 9 10
Response Blocks

Trials %Correct
77 86%

Probe D

,Si6'
Probe B

Probe A..
S/1

Pre F.
I I I.

I 2 3 44 5
Sessions Trials °/c4orrect

1 '39 92 %°

FIGURE 23 .

I C



Program

Establishing Stimulus Control

.
TABLE 5

Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five

I

Critical Beh

Motor response-pl
Attend to form as
Eliminate inappro

1 ,ABC DE
I ABCD
I ABCD

Matching Object toy' Form .

a

Scan stimulus arra
Match obje,cts to
Discrimirate a set;
,sets when the f
stimulus configur

, of card in array
three

&unting Program Elicit verbal imita
Chain' vocal respO

V Counting Using' Number Caids, Defined a Undefined Sets.

A

/

Manipulate objects
Stop number recita
Yes-No confirmati
within boundaries
close. proximiry an

,How Many? - atta
number caids, then
objects in close pr



. TABLE 5

Math Progiom
Number Concepts One to Five

Critical Behaviors

Motor response-place object on stimulus form
Attend to fo'rm as size of stimulus decreases
Eliminate inappropriate interaction with materials

ject to Form
Scan stimulus array
Match objects to appropriate stimulus '
Discriminate a set of stimuli frOM all other

sets when the following dimensions, are changed;
stimulus configuration, position in card, position
of card in array and finally a combination of all
three

Elicit verbal imitative response
Chain vocal responses

ands, Defined and Undefined Sets
n.

Manipulate objects while sequencing number names
Stop number recitation when all Objects are counted
Yes-No confirmative with original .stimuli, then olaie
"within boundaries (a defined set) and finally objects`t
close proximity (an undefined set)

?

How Many? - attach verbal label to:- Stimulus sets on
number cards, then objects' boundaries and fin
objects in close proximity

58
n

a

r 59



TABLE 5 (continued)

VI Counting a. set of objects out of a larger group Attach verbal cue
of original stimul
systematic presdn
then a group la

VII Stating the' Number of Objects in a .Set

1+4

Fade manipulation
counting silently
touching forms

Present stimuli whi
and fade to soun



out of a larger group

TABLE 5 (continued)

Attach verbal cue (a stated number) to manipulation
of original stimulus cards, then objects in a defined
systematic presentation of extraneous stimuli, and
then a group larger than the statedfvumber

$jects in a Set Fade manipulation of materials while counting to
counting silently without manipulating objects or
touching forms

Present stimuli which "disappear"cover real objects
and fade to sound stimuli

;i



Student: T.Y.

Post

Probe D

S/6

Probe B
S/3

S/2

Probe A

S/I
Pre

IsA

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Response Blocks

Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five
Matching Object to Form
Stage

(Preceded by Stimulus Control Program)

Terminal
Behavior

Pre

Response Bloc

Sessions Trials % Correct Sessions

I 65 92% I B
I C

I D

I E

F !GC.0.E



Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five
Matching Object to Form
Stage II
(Preceded by Stimulus Controll*Progrom)

Term ina I

Behavior

in

Pre

IB- IC -ID -IE

/MO

,
Response Blocks
Sessions Trials % CorreCt

1 B. 1 8 100%
1 C I. .. 8 100%
1 D I 8 100%

-, I E ,

1 8 '\ 100%

F !

6714



a
I)

In

Student; T.Y.

Post
S/9
S/8
S/7

Probe. Post
S/6
S/5
S/4
S/3
S/2
S/I
Pre F

Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five.
Yes - No Confirmative
Stage I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 14

Response Blocks

Sessions
6

Trials
210

PIG 25

% Correct
80%



Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five
Yes - No Confirmative
Stage I

moo earro Nor sr taw

awe 410

mew 6°..

^IF

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21. 22 23, 24 25

Response Blocks

Sessions
6

3

Trials
210

FIG 'E 25

% Correct
80%

63A



Student: C.B.

Probe Post

S/6

S/4

S/3

S/2

S/1

Pre

IMM1

Math Program
Number Concepts One to Five
Yes-No Confirmative
Stage II

F

Response Blocts.
Sessions Trials % Correct

2 . 57 93%

FIGURE 26


